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AN ECONOMIC METHOD OF USDTG STICK-DOWN LEI'TERING AND SHADING 
PATTERNS 

G.B. Lewis, University College, Swansea 
********************** 

Today there are innumerable types of stick-dm.,n lettering on the 
market, ranging from the d1y transfer system to the type \.,here 
the letters are cut out and fixed using a wax adhesive. All these 
have their different advantages but one thing common to them all, 
is the fact that they are expensive and often beyond the means of 
many Drawing Offices. 

This short paper is ~ description of one method used to save and 
economise on the stick-down lettering yet still have the finish 
that these methods have. This method is best used when a series 
of similar maps are required but with different shadings and 
lettering. 

The accepted method of drawing such a series is to draw each map 
separately,nnd inserting all the shading and lettering, not 
necessarily using stick-dm.,n lettering but using stencils. Each 
map is then phC'tographed and reduced prints are produced at the 
size required by the Journal for which the drawings are intended. 

The alternative method suggested here is to draw a single base m~p 
on which everything that is commcn to the map series is added. 
Figure 1 shows the base map and includes:- the street plan, a grid, 
the north point and sc.:-:.le. The main heading 11S\'Iansea C.B.D.'' was 
added but room was left between the heading and the scale so that 
subtitles could be inserted. 

The inset diagram \'Ins required on all the mnps so that the nctunl 
figures recorded in the survey could be indicated. Only the boxes 
of the kdy were inserted in the base map as the shading types 
differed from m11.p to map r:tS \'/ould the actunl categories. 

The base map \'!aS drawn on a trnnslucent drnughting film so that 
dye-line copies could be prnduced for the initial rough compilation. 
The base map was photographed and prints of the required size 
obtained. 

It was to these prints that the additional information 1:ms fldded as 
shovn in Figure 2. The stick-dm-m shading \'!as easily cut as it \vas 
being added to a grid system where all edges were straight and 
regular, but this could still be done to irregular areas. The main 
advantage here is the comparatively small amount of stick-down shading 
actually required and the consequent saving in time as well as cost. 
Lettering and numbers were added in the same way to the print with 
a parallel saving in time and money. 
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Original maps are not usually sent to Journals when the papers 
are submitted, copies of the new map, f9r submission, can be 
produced by an electro-static process such as the Xerox. 

One further advantage of this method is that as the stick-do'tfm 
shading is added to the reduced print, then the reproduction 
of the shading pattern would be true nnd exactly as envisaged. 
If the pattern had been added to the map before reduction then 
the pattern could also be reduced and the overall effect would 
be different from that required. 

With this method only ono map is photographed and therefore only 
one negative. As this was one of a series of three maps the 
photography was cut to a third even considering the fact that 
more prints \oJere required from the one negative. 

This method can therefore be advantageous for the following 
reasons:-

a) One negative produced instead of three. 
b) Smaller quantities of shading used. 
c) Only one third of the lettering used. 
d) Less time required to complete three maps. 
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Fig. 2 SWANSEA C. B. D. 
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